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Classroom News 

 
 Your child’s first report card is in their backpacks! 

Please take out and keep everything in the white 

envelope, sign and date the envelope, and return it to 

school on Monday. 

 

 Please send you child to school with a warm 

jacket, snow pants, snow boots, hat, and mittens! 

 

 On Tuesday we will have a PJ day! Please make sure 

legs are covered. 

 

 Monday, November 19th and Tuesday, November 

2oth are half-days of school.  Students will be 

dismissed at 12:05 pm. 

 

  November 19 and 20 are parent-teacher 

conferences.  I look forward to talking with you 

about your wonderful children! Here is the link: 

https://www.ptcfast.com/schools/Beverly_Elementary 

 No school on November 21-25.   

 

 Please copy and paste this URL address. These 

are fun online math games that will reinforce 

kindergarten math skills! 

 

http://education.fcps.org/tps/KindergartenOnline

MathGames 

 

 We enjoyed a presentation from Kennadi Luxon’s 

grandfather about his Indian heritage! He gave each 

child a feather which is going home today! 

 

 We enjoyed our first kindermunch today! On a map, 

we drew the route from Germany to the United 

States.  We will do this with every kindermunch! 

 

 
 

 

A Peek at Our Week 
 

 

Readers Workshop: We are learning about reading 

strategies and this week we focused on using our 

finger as a reading tool.  Our pointing finger is used 

to point to the words they can read, check to make 

sure their voice matches the word on the page, and 

practice reading one word for each finger tap. The 

children are so excited by their reading 

accomplishments and are working hard at sounding 

out words! This could not be accomplished without 

parent support! Keep them reading at home! Books 

are going home with each child today! Please help 

them keep their books together in a special place 

and read every day! Thank you for supporting your 

children on Razkids! 

 

Writers Workshop: Writing this week has focused 

on the Thanksgiving holiday.  The children are 

practicing using beginning and ending sounds, some 

vowels, spaces between their words, periods at the 

end of their sentence and capital letters at the 

beginning of the sentence. The pictures they draw 

are matching their story. I look forward to sharing 

their work with you at conferences. 

Social studies/Health: With significant family 

holidays and celebrations in the near future, we will 

be able to elaborate on families and traditions and 

basic wants and needs, 

  

Math: We continue to practice counting and 

representing numbers with objects. Thank you for 

helping your child match 0-20 with objects. There 

is still time to send me a picture! 
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